August 15, 2016
Agenda

• Roll call

• Discuss LinuxCon Europe meeting

• Specification (*Mark Gisi*)

• Curriculum (*Shane Coughlan*)
LinuxCon Europe Meeting

• LinuxCon Europe – 4 Key Events
  • OpenChain Pre-Event Social: Private Tour and Dinner on Monday 10/3
  • Keynote to be provided by Jilayne Lovejoy (ARM) on Tuesday 10/4 (10:20am)
  • OpenChain Working Sessions on Wednesday 10/5 in the Bishop Room (9am-3pm)
    • To be discussed:
      • 9:00-10:30 Specification Work Team
      • 10:30-12:00 Conformance Work Team
      • 1:30-3:00 Curriculum Work Team
  • OpenChain Governing Board F2F on Wednesday 10/5 in the Bishop Room (5pm-7pm)
OpenChain Pre-Event Social - Details

• Optional: 4 pm: first pick up at the InterContinental (Miriam) - bus to Potsdamer Platz to tube to Nordbahnhof (all the stations are ghost stations, some still WW2 era, signs of battle)
• 4:45 pm: guided tour through the Berlin Wall Memorial
• 5:45 pm: on our way to the restaurant/ second pick up at InterContinental (Catharina)
• 6:30 pm: arrival at restaurant (http://www.katzorange.com/menu/)
• 7:00 pm: dinner
• Optional: 9:30 p.m.: late night special visit to TV tower (about 15 minute walk from the restaurant; see festival of lights at Alexanderplatz and Brandenburger Tor enroute to hotel
Specification

• Discuss Next Steps:
  • Spec available for final step - board approval
  • Publishing
  • Communicating/Promoting
  • Start working on next release

• Specification FAQ draft provided for comments
  • Seeking feedback on current draft of spec FAQ
Curriculum

• The first draft of the OpenChain Curriculum slides are ready for comments, refinement and improvement. Views are welcome on the call but we are equally encouraging everyone to edit offline to ensure no time zone is excluded.

• Everyone is invited to review the first draft of the OpenChain Curriculum slides here:
https://1drv.ms/p/s!AsXJVqby5kpnhh_DyKoOkwZUnBVC

• The source material slides are here:
https://onedrive.live.com/redir?resid=674AE6F2A656C9C5!709&authkey=!APTvWbiPQLJsc&ithint=folder%2cdoc

• We will seek to refine the OpenChain slides over the coming month and be ready for final review.
Thoughts?
Questions?